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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF EMPOWERED EMPLOYEES:

How Data-Driven Business Intelligence Transforms
Decision Making Across the Organization
Most organizations today are swimming in data but employees still don’t have clear visibility to
the specific information they need at the moment they need it. Sales managers have to wait for
spreadsheet pipeline reports sent from each sales person, purchasing agents need to go to the
warehouse to get an accurate count of inventory and the accounting team pulls data from five
different systems to create monthly financial reports.
In the digital age, organizations need to harness their data to empower their people.
Leadership, managers and workers all need relevant data to support the decisions they need
to make every day. To thrive in the digital age, your organization needs a data-driven business
intelligence system that not only delivers insight but also prompts action.
In this ebook, we’ll walk through the day of a typical manufacturing company to show you what
a difference relevant, timely business data can make. Information that enables your employees
to troubleshoot problems and seize opportunities. It’s a story that could open new doors for
your organization.
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8:30 AM

The Sales Huddle
In the past, when the VP of Sales walked into the sales meeting, he was
still trying to make sense of the spreadsheets each of the sales people
sent to him. Combining the spreadsheets and using a pivot table to look
at pipeline by product line and close dates helped, but he’d still have to
ask probing questions to understand the drivers and obstacles behind
the numbers.

Dashboards inspire data-driven questions

Sales Order Insights

Includes sales orders by month, customer group and product group;
Invoiced and open sales; top customers; top products.

All that changed when the company invested in a comprehensive
business intelligence system that provides him with a Sales Overview
Dashboard. Now he comes into the meeting knowing how each
member of the team is tracking toward their monthly goal, which deals
have the best chance of closing before month end and which are at risk.
He can ask specific data-driven questions that help his team recognize
openings and overcome objections. During the meeting, they will
brainstorm on best steps for closing the tough ones—including “Next
Best Action” recommendations from built in analytics.

The large contract opportunity
Toward the end of the huddle, they talk about a sizable opportunity that
just showed up on a rep’s pipeline. A regular customer is opening a new
regional production facility, and this order would just be the beginning.
They want to know if the company can supply a key component for a
new product line. It would be a big contract—challenging production
capacity and current logistics capabilities.
After the meeting, the VP of Sales sends an email to the leadership
team asking that they address this topic in this afternoon’s meeting.
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10:00 AM

The CFO Briefs the CEO

Since the implementation of the business intelligence system, the CFO
briefings have completely changed. In the past, the CEO would take
notes on the spreadsheet printouts while the CFOs presented summaries
of last month’s financial activity. There were always follow questions...lots
of them.

Meaningful metrics drive strategy
Now, with dashboards that deliver the key metrics of the business
performance every day, the conversations have become much more
strategic. Comparisons of performance across divisions, product lines,
new products and more drive discussions that dig deeper into the
numbers to understand cause and effect.
Meeting discussions might include:
 Capital requirements for expansion
 Budget performance and areas that need extra attention
 Customer satisfaction trends

The large contract opportunity
Both the CEO and CFO had seen the email from the VP of Sales, so
the discussion turns to the opportunity. If they moved forward with a
commitment to this customer, would it help them achieve their strategic
objectives? The CFO heads out to work on some “what if” scenarios to
get a better understanding of the potential resource requirements.
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Finance Analysis Dashboard

Includes month’s sales;cost of goods sold; expenses; account balances;
net earnings.

11:30 AM

The Purchasing Meeting
The weekly purchasing meeting is an opportunity for the team to
share challenges, evaluate vendors and check in on inventory status.
Before the new business intelligence system was implemented,
there were no dashboards, so each person on the team spent hours
preparing—cross checking the receiving logs to promise dates,
counting inventory and entering data into spreadsheets.

Optimize inventory proactively
In today’s meeting, purchasing agents refer to their Vendor
Scorecards to report on vendor performance, inventory trends and
stocking. Purchasing dashboards guide them through discussions of:
 Vendors performance and vendors at risk

Procurement Analysis

Includes total spend; on-time fulfillment; order summaries.

 Opportunities to combine purchases and negotiate better deals
 Timing considerations, like upcoming promotions, holidays and
order delivery schedules from suppliers
 Purchasing spend available for the rest of the quarter

The large contract opportunity
After the meeting, the purchasing manager reviews the history
of the vendors that would supply components for the potential
contract. He’ll be prepared to provide some vendor insight during the
leadership meeting.
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1:00 PM

The Production Review

Today’s production review doesn’t much resemble the old ones, with
reams of printouts—from schedules to production orders to last month’s
utilization reports. It was tough to get a really clear picture across all the
workstations and jobs so decisions were based more on gut feelings
(and complaining sales people) than hard data.

Turn data into action
With the business intelligence system in place, the Production
Workbench and other dashboards provide actual, timely data. The
team gets an objective measure of performance so they can take action
to address problems and optimize workflow. They can address:
 Utilization of machines, both actuals and trends to see if resources
should be reallocated.
 Actual production cost and output compared to standard models.
 Trends for output per man hour.
 Capacity and production planning based on sales projections.
 Scheduling preventative maintenance for any machines whose
sensors indicate action needed.

The large contract opportunity
With the advanced analytics available to her, the production manager
can run a number of scenarios for capacity and production that would
support a large contract. She’ll be ready to share those initial scenarios
during the leadership meeting.
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Production Workbench

Includes work group performance; work center output; finished goods and
labor hours by work center; quantity scrap.

3:30 PM

On the Shop Floor
With a clear understanding of current operations reflected in the
numbers, the expeditor heads down to the shop floor to get first
hand input from employees. Clear data and trends provide the
opportunity to have specific conversations that address key issues,
as well as recognition for good work.

Optimize production with data and analytics
By asking data-driven questions, the expeditor can understand
the causes and factors behind the numbers. Conversations could
include:
 An increase in downtime between jobs in one work center.

Manufacturing Insights

Includes actual labor by product and work center; production and labor costs.

 Recent quality control issues with materials from a specific
vendor.
 Bottlenecks transporting finished goods to shipping.
 Increases in scrap that have not be reallocated to jobs.
 Best practices from high performing operators.
 Data delivered from IoT devices in machinery.

The large contract opportunity
Keeping in mind the impact the large contract would have on the
current strength and challenges on the shop floor, the expeditor
goes into the leadership meeting well prepared.
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4:00 PM

The Leadership Meeting

Before the implementation of the business intelligence system, the
leadership meeting functioned to bridge the departmental information
silos. There were often surprises—a missed delivery dates or a large,
unexpected sale—that sent everyone from the meeting scrambling to
realign their department.

From reactive to proactive leadership
Today’s meetings are data-driven—proactive versus reactive.
Department managers come in with full knowledge of the challenges
and opportunities of their department and within the context of the
organization as a whole.
In today’s meeting, each department head takes the opportunity to
provide the meaning behind the metrics that reflect the performance
of their department.

The large contract opportunity
After wrapping up the current issues part of the meeting, the team
moves on to the discussion about the potential for the large contract.
The CEO and CFO believe the opportunity fits strategically with the
goals of the company. The contract would provide a foothold for
further expansion into a new region,
Each department head provides initial, data-backed input to the
potential risks if they were to bid and win the contract. While the CFO
still has some modeling to complete, the consensus is positive. The VP
of Sales heads out to plan next steps with the sales rep for a full press
to win the deal.
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Vendor Insight

Includes vendor performance; product group performance; trends.

Descriptive Analytics at Your Fingertips
Success today hinges on your organization’s ability to quickly and decisively
respond to market dynamics, customer behavior and competitive pressures.
Achieving this level of agility requires a data-driven business intelligence system
that not only delivers insight but also prompts action.
Our team of experts will guide your organization along its analytics journey one
step at a time, starting with immediate results for a targeted business function.
Analytics is a journey not a destination. In order to be effective with your
corporate analytics you need to evolve them as your business evolves and
grows. Our team of expert data scientists, data warehouse designers, report
design, and analytic analysts will guide your organization through it’s analytics
evolution.
Arbela Technologies is a global consulting firm delivering practical strategies,
sustainable IT roadmaps, deep technical skills and the education required to
innovate and reinvigorate customer, supplier, partner and employee experiences
and processes using Microsoft technologies.
Let’s talk about your digital transformation. Contact us at
1-888-319-4439 or info@arbelatech.com.
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